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Journal ‘Network Theory in Finance’ was 
launched in March 31, 2015

Editor in Chief: Kimmo Soramäki
 

“Journal of Network Theory in Finance is 
an interdisciplinary journal publishing 
rigorous and practitioner-focused research 
on the application of network theory in 
finance. The journal connects academia, 
regulators and practitioners in solving 
important issues around financial risk” 
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The FNA Software is available online and 
consists of FNA Platform and FNA Apps. 

FNA Platform is the server side workhorse 
for analysis, simulation and visualization of 
financial networks used by all FNA Apps.  

FNA Apps master particular uses 
cases with an interactive user 
experience. 

FNA Maps

FNA Payments

FNA HeavyTails

FNA Software 

…



FNA Platform 

The FNA Platform offers a comprehensive end-to-end 
enterprise solution for advanced analysis and visualizations 
of financial networks. 

FNA Platform is the backbone of all FNA Apps and available 
as a cloud-based solution with a RESTful API, as an enterprise 
installation, as a Desktop software and as a Java library.

Cutting-edge analytics 
Calculate hundreds of graph metrics, perform 
cluster analysis and carry out predictive stress 
tests and simulations. 

Complete documentation 
with over 500 pages of manuals describing the 
platform’s functionality with examples, tutorials 
and real-life applications. 

End-to-end automation 
Develop scripts for fully automated and regular 
analytics or use FNA REST API from external 
applications. 

Easy integration 
tap to data most common online data sources 
and vendors directly, or from local databases.

More at www.fna.fi/platform

Proud to release version 3.0 on 1 September!

http://www.fna.fi/platform


Payment Systems Macro Economy

Casualty Insurance (with Arium)

Applications

Exposure Networks

SWIFT paper



FNA-Almax Event Graphs FNA-CRS Fire Sales

Applications on Financial Markets
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FNA HeavyTails 

FNA HeavyTails helps risk managers and portfolio 
managers identify and communicate emerging risks 
and design adaptive stress tests.  

Monitor systemic risk 
with FNA’s unique correlation maps, Value-at-Risk 
(VaR) analytics and outlier detection. 

Stress test portfolios 
with FNA’s interactive ‘Rapid stress testing’ 
functionality and integrate them with your 
portfolio management and risk systems. 

Identify emerging risks 
with statistical and visual detection of outlier 
assets, days, and periods. 

Evaluate investment strategies 
with correlation and clustering analysis against 
benchmarks, and quickly identify hidden 
concentration risk.

More at www.fna.fi/heavytails

http://www.fna.fi/heavytails
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Greece announces referendum



OPEC does not cut oil production



OPEC does not cut oil production



Current oil correlations



And network level stats



Stress testing oil shock



Stress testing oil shock



Stress testing oil shock



FNA-Almax EventGraphs
FNA Almax Event Graphs help financial institutions assess 
impact of market events in an interconnected world in real 
time.  

Event Graphs are created from the synthesis of  
• statistical analysis 
• semantic news analysis  
• expert judgement.

Event Graphs encode a view on 
causal market relationships and 
give first-mover advantage when 
the scenario is realized. 

All pre-defined events are 
monitored on a continuous basis 
and any potential trigger (news) is 
identified.

Ex post

Ex Ante
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FNA-CRS FireSales 
FNA FireSales helps asset managers identify investors investing 
in same assets, to identify vulnerable assets and to model the 
impact of fire sales on a particular investment portfolio. 

The data is based on SEC 13F filings of asset holdings by 
institutional asset managers with presence in the US and with 
over $100M investments, and is updated quarterly. 

Who is my portfolio overlapping with? 
Visually explore and identify asset managers 
holding same assets in the co-investment 
network 

Which assets are most vulnerable 
Which managers are holding which assets, and 
which assets are held by many vs few investors. 

How would a fire sale impact my 
portfolio? 
Model fire sales with various modeling 
parameters taking into account feedback loops 
with the Cambridge Banking Model. 

Co-investment Network

Asset-Investor Network



Investor-Asset Network
Which managers invest in which assets?



Investor-Asset Network
What are the investments of a particular manager?



Co-investor Network
Which managers have similar portfolios?



Co-investor Network
Who has similar portfolios to me?



Co-investor Network
How am I co-invested with another asset manager?



Co-investment Network
How is my portfolio diversified across the two asset groups?



Final thoughts

We are on the cusp of a revolution for 
financial risk modeling. 

We can now mathematically model and 
visualize something that was already taken 
into account by decision makers - but only 
intuitively. 

The challenge we have is to inform decision 
makers how the model results can be 
implemented into effective decisions.
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